Abstract. In this paper, multi-location path math model is established at the condition that the number of distribution centers, customers, and the service scope is known. Constraints are including customer demand, network matching, and vehicle loading. To solve the shortest path based on the maximum flow problem, the network model about one distribution center and six distribution customers is proposed and the solution is also given below. When the distribution of prices, vehicle specifications and node path are known, the optimal path is gotten according to check the model instance. So, it's feasible to solve the optimal path using the maximum flow.
Introduction
In the decision-making process, the diversity of vehicles is needed to be focused when designing the supply chain network. On the periodic location path problem, if manufactures could provide the stable service frequency, they can choose the service type and temporal pattern. However, when using just-in-time, this path decision is not acceptable. Therefore, the paper is proposed an approximate multi-location model to avoid the complex computation during the process.
There are two different ways to solve the location path problem in supply chain network system, the exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms. Different types of logistic network have different solving methods. Recently, heuristic algorithms use much better, such as genetic algorithm and tabu algorithm [1] . In addition, Dorigo etc. [2, 3, 4] proposed the ant colony algorithm based on population simulations to solve the traveling salesman problem. In 2005, Shuren Zhu designed a genetic algorithm based on natural numbers encoding, according to roulette copy and maximum cross-law [5] .
Establishing model.

Parameter variable definition
t: path decision time in planning period T, T t ∈ . 
: the punishment costs when closing facility i,
Transportation cost between r and s is defined c
: 
Model description
The time zone of the location path needs to be measured in different scope. Particularly, with the different location decisions made in time each zone of subset, the strategic path decision has to be made unique each time.
Moreover, the universality of the research appears under some special circumstances. For example, when in the plan period To the given time zone L T l ∈ , if the service is not proposed to customer, the facility would be closed. We assumed that the state of the facilities were close before the prior of the time zone. . This is to meet the customers' implicit demands. This can be also companies' strategic decision for the balance of markets. Therefore, it includes the situation of no constraints
Model solving based on the maximum flow.
Steps 1)Determine the client nodes needed to be served and mark. 2)For the marked client nodes, identify the unmarked nodes to which are directly connected.
3)Select the shortest path between the unmarked nodes and the marked nodes. 4)In the third step, if the selected unmarked node is the endpoint, calculation should be end. Otherwise, continue the second step.
Solving There is a simple network distribution of solar company including six distribution points. The distance between the points is shown in Fig.1 . The distribution price is known, the length of the vehicle is 12.5m, and the vehicles go through the distribution points. Fig.1 One distribution center and six distribution points According to the maximum flow, the data in Table. 1 can be gotten by simple calculation. In the calculation process, the distance between the tag nodes and other connected nodes is compared, and then the nearest node is chosen to the next tag node, and so on, until reach the last target F. 
Conclusion
To consider the diversity of the vehicle, the paper derives the multi-location path problem from the normal location path problem. The location path model is given, and it is analyzed in detail. Then, the maximum flow method solving the nearest path and solution steps are proposed. Last, the validation of the example is provided.
